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Abstract
While the original stable marriage problem requires all participants to rank all members of the
opposite sex in a strict order, two natural variations are to allow for incomplete preference lists and
ties in the preferences. Either variation is polynomially solvable, but it has recently been shown to be
NP-hard to ﬁnd a maximum cardinality stable matching when both of the variations are allowed. It
is easy to see that the size of any two stable matchings differ by at most a factor of two, and so, an
approximation algorithmwith a factor two is trivial. In this paper, we give a randomized approximation
algorithm RANDBRK and show that its expected approximation ratio is at most 10/7(< 1.4286) for a
restricted but still NP-hard case, where ties occur in only men’s lists, each man writes at most one tie,
and the length of ties is two. We also show that our analysis is nearly tight by giving a lower bound
32/23(> 1.3913) for RANDBRK. Furthermore, we show that these restrictions except for the last one
can be removed without increasing the approximation ratio too much.
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1. Introduction
An instance of the original stable marriage problem (SM) [1,3] consists of N men and
N women, with each person having a preference list that totally orders all members of the
opposite sex. A man m and a woman w is called a blocking pair for a matching M, if (i) m
and w are not matched in M, (ii) m prefers w to his partner in M, and (iii) w prefers m to
her partner in M. A matching is stable if it contains no blocking pair. The stable marriage
problem is to ﬁnd a stable matching for a given instance. This problem was ﬁrst studied by
Gale and Shapley [1], who showed that every instance contains a stable matching, and gave
an O(N2)-time algorithm to ﬁnd one.
One natural relaxation is to allow for indifference [3,7], in which each person is allowed
to include ties in his/her preference. This problem is denoted by SMT (stable marriage with
ties). When ties are allowed, the deﬁnition of stability needs to be extended. A man and a
woman form a blocking pair if each strictly prefers the other to his/her current partner. A
matching without such a blocking pair is called weakly stable (or simply “stable” in this
paper). Variations in which a blocking pair can involve non-strict preferences (referred as
super-stability and strong stability) suffer from the fact that a stable matching may not exist,
whereas a weakly stable matching always exists and the Gale–Shapley algorithm can be
modiﬁed to ﬁnd one [3].
Another natural variation is to allow participants to declare one or more unacceptable
partners. If m appears in w’s list, we say that m is acceptable to w, and vice versa. We
refer to this problem as SMI (stable marriage with incomplete lists). Since each person’s
preference list may be incomplete, matchings may not be necessarily perfect. Again, the
deﬁnition of a blocking pair is extended:m andw form a blocking pair forM if the following
three conditions are met. (i) m and w are not matched in M, but each is acceptable to the
other, (ii) either m is single in M, or m prefers w to his partner in M, and (iii) either w is
single inM, or w prefers m to her partner inM. A stable matching may not be perfect but it
is known that all stable matchings for an SMI instance are of the same size [2], and again
the Gale–Shapley algorithm can be modiﬁed to ﬁnd a stable matching [3].
However, the situation changes if we allow both relaxations simultaneously, which is
denoted by SMTI (stable marriage with ties and incomplete lists). In this case, one instance
can have stable matchings of different size and the problem of ﬁnding a maximum stable
matching (denoted byMAX SMTI) is NP-hard [9,10,4]. The current best inapproximability
result [5] is that it is NP-hard to approximate MAX SMTI with the ratio 21/19 even if
(R1) all ties occur only in one sex,
(R2) each person writes at most one tie, and
(R3) ties are of length only two.
The importance of stability in matchings has been clearly displayed by its success in as-
signing resident interns to hospitals. For instance, the National Resident Matching Program
in the US has used a modiﬁed Gale–Shapley algorithm (e.g. [3]). Here, residents apply to
a subset of hospitals (i.e. incomplete preference lists), with each hospital strictly ranking
its applicants. A hospital-resident assignment is actually a many–one matching, but most
algorithms and properties carry over from the one–one SM problem that we focus on here.
Strict ranking of all applicants is not reasonable for large hospitals; it is more likely that
they would strictly rank the top candidates, leaving the remainder tied. Irving et al. [8]
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report that in a planned Scottish matching scheme SPA, ties are allowed but then resolved
using arbitrary tie-breaking. However, different tie-breakings can result in different sizes of
stable matchings. Since the objective is to successfully assign as many of the candidates as
possible (or to ﬁll as many of the posts as possible, depending on viewpoint), it would be
desirable to ﬁnd an algorithm for maximum cardinality stable matching in the presence of
ties and incomplete lists, which is a main focus of this paper.
It is easy to see that stable matchings for any instance differ in size by at most a factor
of two, since a stable matching is a maximal matching. Hence, approximating MAX SMTI
within the ratio two is trivial. However, it is hard to approximate it within a factor strictly
less than two. This resembles the situation for minimum maximal matching [12,13] and
minimum vertex cover [6,11], for which, in spite of a long history of research, no approx-
imation of better than a factor of two is known. Recently, an approximation algorithm for
MAX SMTI, whose performance ratio is better than two, was given for certain restricted
cases [5]. In particular,when restrictions (R1)–(R3) above hold, its performance ratio is 1.6.
In this paper, we give a simple randomized approximation algorithm whose performance
ratio is better than the above algorithm. We show that for instances for which the above
restrictions (R1)–(R3) hold, its expected approximation ratio is at most 10/7(< 1.4286).
This paper is organized as follows. InSection2,wepresent our randomized approximation
algorithm RANDBRK. In Section 3, we give an analysis for an easier upper bound of 53 on
the approximation ratio of RANDBRK. This helps to understand a complicated analysis for
an improved bound of 107 given in Section 4. This bound almost matches the lower bound
of 3223 (> 1.3913) shown in Section 2. Finally, in Section 5, we analyze the effects of lifting
some of restrictions (R1)–(R3).
Throughout this paper, instances contain equal number N of men and women. We may
assume without loss of generality that acceptability is mutual, i.e. that the occurrence of w
in m’s preference list implies the occurrence of m in w ’s list, and vice versa. A goodness
measure of an approximation algorithm T of a maximization problem is deﬁned as usual:
the approximation ratio of T is max{opt(x)/T (x)} over all instances x of size N, where
opt(x) and T (x) are the size of the optimal and the algorithm’s solutions, respectively.
2. Algorithm RANDBRK and basic facts
Recall that our SMTI instances satisfy three conditions (R1)–(R3).AlgorithmRANDBRK,
which receives such an instance Iˆ and produces a stable matching for Iˆ , consists of the
following two steps:
Step 1: For each manmwho writes a tie in Iˆ , break the tie with equal probability, namely,
if women w1 and w2 are tied in m’s list, then w1 precedes w2 with probability 12 , and vice
versa. Let I be the resulting SMI instance.
Step 2: Find a stable matching M for I by the Gale–Shapley algorithm and output it.
Since the Gale–Shapley algorithm runs in deterministic polynomial time, RANDBRK is
a (randomized) polynomial time algorithm. We already know several basic facts about its
correctness and performance. Let S denote the set of men who write a tie in Iˆ and SMI(Iˆ )
denote the set of 2|S| different SMI instances obtained by breaking ties in Iˆ (recall that the
length of ties is two).
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Lemma 2.1 (Gusﬁeld and Irving [3]). For any I ∈ SMI(Iˆ ), any stable matching for I is
also stable for Iˆ . (Namely RANDBRK outputs a feasible solution.)
Lemma 2.2 (Gale and Sotomayor [2], Gusﬁeld and Irving [3]). Let M1 and M2 be arbi-
trary stable matchings for the same SMI instance. Then (i) |M1| = |M2| (where |M| denotes
the size of the matching M) and (ii) the set of men (women, resp.) matched inM1 is exactly
the same as the set of men (women, resp.) matched inM2.
Thus the performance of RANDBRK depends only on Step 1. By this lemma, we can
deﬁne cost (I ) for an SMI instance I as the (unique) size of stable matchings for I. Also, let
OPT(Iˆ ) denote the size of a largest stable matching for SMTI instance Iˆ .
Lemma 2.3 (Manlove et al. [10]). (i) There exists I1 ∈ SMI(Iˆ ) such that cost (I1) =
OPT(Iˆ ) and (ii) for any I2 ∈ SMI(Iˆ ), cost (I2)OPT(Iˆ )/2.
The reason for (ii) is easy: suppose thatm andw are matched in a largest stable matching
for Iˆ . Then at least one of them has a partner in any stable matching for I2. Otherwise, they
are clearly a blocking pair for that matching.
It follows that any stable matching is a two-approximation of optimal size, and hence the
approximation ratio ofRANDBRKdoes not exceed two. Its true value, denoted byCostRB(Iˆ ),
is obtained by calculating the expected value for cost (I ), namely, by calculating
CostRB(Iˆ ) = 12|S|
∑
I∈SMI(Iˆ )
cost(I ).
Before analyzingCostRB(Iˆ ), we showa lower bound 3223 (> 1.3913) on the approximation
ratio of RANDBRK. Hence, our analysis 107 is almost tight. Consider the following SMTI
instance Iˆ :
m1: (w1 w4) w1:m1
m2: (w2 w3) w2:m2
m3: (w3 w4) w3:m2 m3
m4:w4 w4:m1 m3 m4
Two women in the parenthesis are tied in the list. The largest stable matching for this
instance is of size 4 (mi is matched with wi for 1i4). There are eight SMI instances in
SMI(Iˆ ). The size of stable matchings for each of those eight instances are 4, 3, 3, 3, 3, 3, 2
and 2. Hence, the expected size is (4+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 3+ 2+ 2)/8 = 238 = 2332 ·OPT(Iˆ ).
3. Analysis for upper bound 53
First, we give some notations and conventions. Let us ﬁx an arbitrary SMTI instance Iˆ .
As deﬁned above, S always denotes the set of men whose preference list includes a tie. Let
I ∈ SMI(Iˆ ) and m be a man. If m prefers wi to wj in I, we write “wi 
 wj in m’s list of I”.
This notation is also used in a woman’s list. If the instance I and/or the man m are clear
from the context, we often omit them. Let m ∈ S, i.e., m writes a tie in Iˆ . Then we often
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write “[wi wj ] in m’s list of I” to show that women wi and wj are tied in m’s list of Iˆ and
that the tie is broken into wi 
 wj in I. Also, we frequently say that “ﬂip the tie of a man
m of I” (although I is an SMI instance), which means that we obtain a new SMI instance
I ′ by changing [wi wj ] in m’s list of I into [wj wi]. For SMI instances I1 and I2, if I1
is obtained from I2 by ﬂipping the tie of m, then we write I1 = fp(I2,m) (equivalently,
I2 = fp(I1,m)). If a man (woman) has a partner in a stable matching M, then he/she is
said to be matched in M, otherwise, is said to be single. If m and w are matched in M, we
writeM(m) = w andM(w) = m.
To evaluate CostRB(Iˆ ), we introduce the following deterministic algorithm called
TREEGEN. TREEGEN accepts an SMI instance I ∈ SMI(Iˆ ) and a subsetA of S, and produces
a binary tree T. Each vertex v of T is associated with some instance I ′ in SMI(Iˆ ) and a
subset A′ of S. It should be noted that the introduction of TREEGEN is only for the purpose
of analysis; we are not interested in actually running it or other features, such as its time
complexity (which is clearly exponential).
Procedure TREEGEN(I, A). (Given an SMI instance I ∈ SMI(Iˆ ) and a subset A ⊆ S of
men, construct a binary tree T.)
(1) Create a vertex v whose label is (I, A).
(2) If A = ∅, return v .
(3) Else, select a man m, denoted by ﬂip(v), in A, and let TREEGEN(I, A − {m}) and
TREEGEN(fp(I,m),A − {m}) be the left child and the right child of v, respectively.
(How to select ﬂip(v) will be speciﬁed later.)
We are interested in the behavior of TREEGEN for the special input (Iopt , S), where Iopt
is an SMI instance in SMI(Iˆ ) such that cost (Iopt ) = OPT(Iˆ ) (its existence is due to
Lemma 2.3). Then the tree Topt generated by TREEGEN from Iopt looks as follows. The root
is associated with Iopt , which can produce an optimal stable matchingMopt of the original
Iˆ . Let v = (I, A) be a vertex in Topt . Then, if we select a manm in A and if we go to the left
child, the associated instance does not change (and of course the associated matching size
does not change). However, if we go to the right child, then its associated instance receives
a single ﬂip of m and its matching size may decrease. In both cases, m is removed from A
as a “touched” man. Now the next lemma is important, which guarantees that the amount
of loss in the size of matching when we go to the right child is at most one.
Lemma 3.1 (Manlove et al. [10]). Let I1 and I2 be in SMI(Iˆ ) and m∗ be a man in S such
that I1 = fp(I2,m∗) (equivalently, I2 = fp(I1,m∗)). Also let M1 and M2 be stable
matchings for I1 and I2, respectively. Then ||M2| − |M1||1.
Our analysis uses TREEGEN in the following way. Note that the generated tree Topt has
exactly 2|S| leaves, one for each instance in SMI(Iˆ ). Therefore, CostRB(Iˆ ) is equal to the
average value of cost (I ) for all I ∈ SMI(Iˆ ) since RANDBRK produces each instance in
SMI(Iˆ ) with equal probability. Let v = (I, A) be a vertex of Topt . Then size(v) is deﬁned
to be the size of a stable matching associated with v , namely, size(v) = cost (I ). Now
we deﬁne ave(v) as follows. (i) If v is a leaf (i.e., A = ∅), then ave(v) = size(v).
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(ii) Otherwise, ave(v) = 12 (ave(l(v))+ave(r(v))), where l(v) (resp. r(v)) is the left child(resp. right child) of v . (We use these notations, l(v) and r(v), throughout this paper.) The
following observation is now immediate:
Observation 3.2. CostRB(Iˆ ) = ave(v0), where v0 is the root of Topt .
Thus all we have to do is to evaluate ave(v0). Remember that Topt has the property that
if we move to the left child, then the size of the stable matching is preserved and if we go to
the right child, then the size may decrease by one. Then one might be curious about what
kind of result can be obtained for the value of ave(v0) if we assume this worst case, i.e.,
if we always lose one when moving to the right. Unfortunately, the result of this analysis
is very poor, or we can only guarantee a half of the size of a maximum stable matching,
which means that the approximation ratio is as bad as two.
Our basic idea to avoid this worst-case scenario is as follows:
(i) If |S| (= the number of ties) is small compared to  = cost (Iˆ ) = cost (Iopt ), say
|S| = /2, then one can show that the above simple analysis guarantees a (good)
approximation ratio of 43 .(ii) If |S| is relatively large, then we can select a “good” man m as ﬂip(v) in Step (3) of
TREEGEN in the following sense: If we ﬂip the tie of m, then either we do not lose the
size of matching (Lemma 3.4), or if we do lose the size of matching then we can always
select m′ in the next round such that ﬂipping his tie does not make the size decrease
(Lemma 3.3).
For a vertex v in Topt , let height(v) be the height of v in Topt , namely, if the label of v is
(I, A), then height(v) = |A|. The proof of following lemmas will be given in Section 3.1.
Lemma 3.3. Let v = (I, A) be an arbitrary vertex in Topt such that height(v) >
size(v)/2. Suppose that for any man m ∈ A, selecting m as ﬂip(v) implies that
size(r(v)) = size(v)− 1. Then there exist two menm andm in A such that size(l(v)) =
size(v), size(r(v)) = size(v) − 1, and size(l(r(v))) = size(r(r(v))) = size(v) − 1, by
choosing ﬂip(v) = m and ﬂip(r(v)) = m. (Case 2-(ii) of Fig. 1 illustrates how size(v)
changes by ﬂipping the ties of m and m.)
Lemma 3.4. Let v = (I, A) be an arbitrary vertex in Topt such that height(v) > size(v).
Then there exists a man m ∈ A such that selecting m as ﬂip(v) makes size(r(v)) =
size(v).
Now we select ﬂip(v) in TREEGEN by the following rule (see Fig. 1):
Case 1: height(v)size(v)/2. In this case, set ﬂip(v) to be an arbitrary man in A.
(In this case, we assume the worst case, i.e., the size decreases in every step.)
Case 2: size(v)/2 < height(v)size(v).
Case 2-(i): If there exists a manm ∈ A such that letting ﬂip(v) = mmakes size(r(v))
size(v), then set ﬂip(v) = m.
Case 2-(ii): Otherwise, set ﬂip(v) = m and ﬂip(r(v)) = m whose existence is guaran-
teed by Lemma 3.3.
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Fig. 1. Each case of the rule.
Case 3: height(v) > size(v). Let ﬂip(v) = m that makes size(r(v)) = size(v) whose
existence is guaranteed by Lemma 3.4.
By the above rule, we can obtain the following lemmawhose proof is given in Section 3.2.
Lemma 3.5. For any vertex v in Topt , ave(v) 35 size(v).
By applying Lemma 3.5 to the root vertex v0 of Topt , we have that ave(v0) 35 size(v0).
Since size(v0) is the optimal cost and ave(v0) (= CostRB(Iˆ ) by Observation 3.2) is the
expected cost of RANDBRK’s output, we have the following theorem.
Theorem 3.6. The approximation ratio of RANDBRK is at most 53 .
3.1. Proofs of lemmas
3.1.1. Proof of Lemma 3.3
By the assumption of the lemma, size(r(v)) = size(v) − 1 no matter how we choose
ﬂip(v). Clearly, size(l(v)) = size(v) and size(l(r(v))) = size(v) − 1. We only need to
show that we can choose m and m that makes size(r(r(v))) = size(v)− 1.
Borrowing an idea from [10], we ﬁrst deﬁne a useful bipartite graph GM1,M2 whereM1
andM2 are matchings of Iˆ . Each vertex ofGM1,M2 corresponds to a person in Iˆ . There is an
edge betweenm andw if and only ifm andw are matched in exactly one ofM1 orM2. Then
the degree of each vertex is at most two. Hence any connected component (including at
least one edge) ofGM1,M2 is a simple path or a cycle.We prove some properties ofGM1,M2
whenM1 andM2 are closely related, whose proof is essentially given in [10].
Lemma 3.7. Let I1 and I2 be in SMI(Iˆ ), such that I2 = fp(I1,m∗). Let M1 and M2
be stable matchings for I1 and I2, respectively. Furthermore, suppose that [w+ w−] in
m∗’s list of I1. If GM1,M2 contains a path, the path contains m∗, and M1(m∗) = w+ and
M2(m∗) = w−.
Proof. Assume that there is a pathwhich does not containm∗, and suppose that the path starts
from a man and ends with a woman. (For other cases, we can do similar arguments.) Now
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Fig. 2. Paths in the proof of Lemma 3.7 (solid lines represent edges in M1, and dotted lines represent edges
inM2).
let the path bem1, w1,m2, w2, . . . , mk,wk .Assume that (m1, w1), (m2, w2), . . . , (mk,wk)
are pairs matched inM1 and (m2, w1), (m3, w2), . . . , (mk,wk−1) are pairs matched inM2.
(See Fig. 2(1).) It should be noted that, since this path does not containm∗, preference lists
of all these persons are same in I1 and I2.
Since m1 is matched with w1 inM1, m1’s list contains w1. Then, m2 
 m1 in w1’s list,
since otherwise,m1 (who is single inM2) andw1 form a blocking pair forM2. For the same
reason, w2 
 w1 in m2’s list. Continuing this argument along with the path, we have that
wk 
 wk−1 inmk’s list. Also, wk writesmk in her list. Then it follows thatmk and wk form
a blocking pair forM2 in I2, which contradicts the stability ofM2.
Hence, the path is unique, say P, and P contains m∗. If m∗ is an endpoint of P, we can
conclude thatM1 orM2 is unstable by doing the same argument as above, a contradiction. So,
P can be written as m1, w1,m2, w2, . . . , wi−1,mi(= m∗), wi, . . . , mk−1, wk−1,mk,wk .
(Again, we can do same arguments when two endpoints are both men or both women.)
Assume that (m1, w1), (m2, w2), . . . , (mk,wk) are pairs matched in M1 and (m2, w1),
(m3, w2), . . . , (mk,wk−1) are pairs matched in M2. (See Fig. 2(2).) We will show that
wi = w+ and wi−1 = w−.
Let P1 and P2 be paths such that P1 = m1, w1,m2, w2, . . . , wi−1 and P2 = wk,mk,
wk−1,mk−1, . . . , wi . By doing the same argument as above from m1 to m∗, we can see
that each man in P1 gets a better partner in M1 than in M2, and each woman in P1 gets
a better partner in M2 than in M1. Similarly, each man in P2 gets a better partner in M2
and each woman in P2 gets a better partner in M1. Especially, m∗ 
 mi−1 in wi−1’s list
and m∗ 
 mi+1 in wi’s list. Then, it is not hard to see that wi 
 wi−1 in m∗’s list of I1,
as otherwise, (m∗, wi−1) is a blocking pair for M1. For the same reason, wi−1 
 wi in
m∗’s list of I2. This is possible only when wi = w+ and wi−1 = w−. Now the proof is
completed. 
The following lemma is immediate from the above proof.
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Lemma 3.8. Let I1, I2, M1, M2, m∗, w+ and w− be same as Lemma 3.7. Suppose that
GM1,M2 contains a path P = p1, . . . , w−,m∗, w+, . . . , p2, and let P1 be the path from p1
to w− and P2 be the path from p2 to w+. Then all men in P1 and all women in P2 have a
better partner inM1 than inM2. All men in P2 and all women in P1 have a better partner
inM2 than inM1.
Lemma 3.9. Let I1, I2, M1, M2, m∗, w+ and w− be same in Lemma 3.7. If |M1| = |M2|
thenM1(m∗) = w+.
Proof. Since |M1| = |M2|, GM1,M2 contains a path. Then, the proof follows from
Lemma 3.7. 
The following lemma is immediate from Lemma 3.9.
Lemma 3.10. Let I1, I2, M1, M2, m∗, w+ and w− be same in Lemma 3.7. Then M1 is
stable in I2 and hence |M1| = |M2| if (i) m∗ is single inM1 or (ii)M1(m∗) = w+.
Now we are ready to prove Lemma 3.3. Consider a vertex v = (I, A) in Topt satisfying
the assumption of Lemma 3.3. LetM be an arbitrary stable matching for I. For a manmi in
A, denote by [wia wib ] the tie in mi’s preference list of I. We claim that (1) M(mi) = wia
and (2) wib is matched in M.
Proof of Claim (1). By the assumption of Lemma 3.3, setting ﬂip(v) = mi makes
size(r(v)) = size(v) − 1, namely, size(v) = size(r(v)). Then Lemma 3.9 implies that
M(mi) = wia . 
Proof of Claim (2). Suppose thatwib is single inM. Setﬂip(v) = mi and let Ir (=fp(I,mi))
be an SMI instance associated with r(v), the right child of v. LetMr be a stable matching
for Ir . Since we have assumed that |Mr | = |M| − 1, Mr(wib ) = mi by Lemma 3.9. Thus
wib is matched inMr .
Since wib is matched inMr but single inM, there is a path inGM,Mr , but this is the only
path in GM,Mr , by Lemma 3.7. This path starts from wib , which means that the number
of Mr -edges is greater than or equal to the number of M-edges in this path. Since those
numbers are equal in all the other cycles, |Mr ||M|, which contradicts the assumption that
|Mr | = |M| − 1. 
Thus we have shown that for any manmi in A who has a tie [wia wib ],M(mi) = wia and
wib is matched inM. Now let us take another man mj in A who has a tie [wja wjb ]. We say
thatmi andmj are disjoint if {wia , wib } ∩ {wja , wjb } = ∅. Suppose that all pairs ofmi and
mj are disjoint. Then since none of those wia , wib , wja and wjb is single as proved above,
the matching size |M| (=size(v)) is at least 2 · |A|, which is equal to 2 · height(v). This
implies size(v)2 ·height(v), which contradicts the assumption of this lemma. Hence there
must be a pair ofmi andmj that are not disjoint.Without loss of generality, we consider the
following two cases: (1) wib = wja or (2) wib = wjb . (Note that wia and wja are matched
in M with mi and mj , respectively, namely, wia = wja .)
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Case (1): In this case, set ﬂip(v) = mi and ﬂip(r(v)) = mj . Let Ir and Irr be SMI
instances associated with r(v) and r(r(v)), respectively, and let Mr and Mrr be stable
matchings for Ir and Irr , respectively. By Lemma 3.9,Mr(mi) = wib(= wja ). This means
thatMr(mj ) = wja . Hence by Lemma 3.10, |Mrr | = |Mr |(= |M| − 1) as desired.
Case (2): For clarity, let wb denote wib(= wjb). Without loss of generality, suppose that
mi 
 mj in wb’s list. Then we set ﬂip(v) = mi and ﬂip(r(v)) = mj . Let Ir , Irr , Mr and
Mrr be same as Case (1). Note that, by Lemma 3.9, Mr(mi) = wb. Then it turns out that
Mr is stable in Irr . (Reason: Assume that Mr is stable in Ir but not stable in Irr . An easy
observation shows that the blocking pair must be (mj ,wb). However, Mr(mi) = wb as
mentioned above. So it is impossible for this pair to block Mr in Irr because mi 
 mj in
wb’s list.) Hence |Mrr | = |Mr | by Lemma 2.2(i). 
3.1.2. Proof of Lemma 3.4
Consider a vertex v = (I, A) with height(v) > size(v). Then, there must be a man in
A who is single in a stable matching for I. By Lemma 3.10(i), we can select this man as
ﬂip(v), resulting in size(r(v)) = size(v). 
3.2. Performance analysis
We introduce the following function:
f (s, h) =


s for h = 0,
(f (s, h− 1)+ f (s − 1, h− 1))/2 for 0 < h s2 ,
(f (s, h− 1)+ f (s − 1, h− 2))/2 for s2 < hs,
f (s, s) for h > s.
Observe that the function is properly deﬁned for all integers s2, h0.
Using Lemmas 3.1, 3.3, and 3.4, it is straightforward to argue by induction that f bounds
the size of the solution found by RANDBRK from below.
Lemma 3.11. For any vertex v in Topt , ave(v)f (size(v), height (v)).
Now, deﬁne
g(s, h) =


s − h2 for 0h s2 ,
9
10 s − 310 h for s2 < hs,
3
5 s for h > s.
Lemma 3.12. f (s, h)g(s, h), for all s, h0.
Proof. Proof is by induction on h. When h = 0, f (s, h) = s = g(s, h). When h s2 , we
have by the inductive hypothesis that
f (s, h) = 1
2
(f (s, h− 1)+ f (s − 1, h− 1))
 1
2
(g(s, h− 1)+ g(s − 1, h− 1))
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= 1
2
(
s − 1
2
(h− 1)+ (s − 1)− 1
2
(h− 1)
)
= s − 1
2
h
= g(s, h).
When s/2 < hs, we have that
f (s, h)  1
2
(g(s, h− 1)+ g(s − 1, h− 2))
 1
2
(
9
10
s − 3
10
(h− 1)+ 9
10
(s − 1)− 3
10
(h− 2)
)
= g(s, h)
by noting that
g(s, h− 1) =
{ 9
10 s − 310 (h− 1) for s2 + 1 < hs,
s − h−12  910 s − 310 (h− 1) for s2 < h s2 + 1,
and
g(s − 1, h− 2) =
{ 9
10 (s − 1)− 310 (h− 2) for s2 + 2 < hs,
(s − 1)− h−22  910 (s − 1)− 310 (h− 2) for s2 < h s2 + 2.
Finally, when s < h, we have that f (s, h) = f (s, s)g(s, s) = 35 s = g(s, h). 
Observe that g(s, h)3s/5 for all h. Lemma 3.5 now follows from Lemmas 3.11 and
3.12.
4. Analysis for upper bound 107
In the analysis of the previous section, we assumed that after we reach a vertex v with
height(v) = size(v)/2, the matching size decreases when traversing to the right child.
However, such a worst-case scenario occurs only when the associated stable matching
looks as in Fig. 3.
For the corresponding vertex v = (I, A), height(v) = 4 and size(v) = 8. Solid lines
represent the current matching. m2i+1 ∈ A (0i3), and [w2i+1 w2i+2] in m2i+1’s list. If
we ﬂipm2i+1’s tie, thenm2i+1 will be matched withw2i+2 and the matching size decreases.
It is not hard to see that in the subtree rooted at v , any right edge produces a size decrease by
one. Dotted lines represent the matching associated with the rightmost leaf of this subtree.
In the previous section, we assumed that for any vertex v with height(v) = size(v)/2,
an associated stable matching has this structure. However, as one can suspect, this case is
not likely to happen starting from the same root vertex of Topt since this structure is very
special.We shall resolve this by considering not only the size of the matching at each vertex
but also its structure.
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Fig. 3. A worst case example.
4.1. Outline of analysis
In the previous section, we used only two parameters for the label of each vertex of Topt .
In this section, we use more sophisticated label
L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ),
where I and A are as before the associated SMI instance and the set of not-yet-selected men,
respectively, M is a stable matching for I, and Y is a subset of the women in Iˆ . The basic
idea of using this label for a better analysis is as follows.
Consider a vertex v withL(v) = (I, A,M, Y ). Recall that when creating Topt , TREEGEN
selects a man m from A, and creates left and right children so that the matching size |M|
does not decrease too much, even in traversing to the right. To this end, we have derived
some properties on stable matchings according to the size ofM and A, namely, size(v) and
height(v).
This time, we introduce an invariant (I, A,M, Y ) that ensures that if we select a man in
M(Y)∩A, then the current matchingM is also stable in the instance fp(I,m) (Lemma 4.4).
Here M(Y) is deﬁned to be {M(w)|w ∈ Y }. Therefore, TREEGEN selects a man m from
M(Y) ∩ A if the set is not empty, that does not decrease the size of matching in the right
child.
Otherwise, i.e., if M(Y) ∩ A is empty, TREEGEN selects a man m from A − M(Y).
Let L(r(v)) = (Ir , Ar,Mr, Yr) be the label of the right child of v. If the size of matching
Mr does decrease, then we show that we can at least add something to Y, namely,
Mr(Yr) ∩ Ar = ∅. We also show that (Ir , Ar,Mr, Yr) is maintained, which allows us
to select m fromMr(Yr) ∩ Ar in the right child.
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After completing this labeling, we show a lower bound of ave(v). (Proof is given in
Section 4.4.)
Lemma 4.1. For any vertex v in Topt , ave(v) 710 size(v).
Applying this lemma to the root of Topt , the main result of this paper is immediate.
Theorem 4.2. The approximation ratio of RANDBRK is at most 107 .
What we have to do in the rest of the paper is to show that we can design TREEGEN so
that it follows the above scenario and the invariant  is maintained at every vertex of the
resulting tree Topt .
4.2. Details of TREEGEN
When TREEGEN processes a vertex v with L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ), it selects a man m in A
and creates a left child l(v) and a right child r(v) with L(l(v)) = (I, A− {m},Ml, Yl) and
L(r(v)) = (fp(I,m),A−{m},Mr, Yr). To describe the behavior of TREEGEN, we need to
specifym,Ml ,Yl ,Mr andYr . Inwhat follows,weﬁrst introduce a directed graphG(I,A,M)
to deﬁne invariant (I, A,M, Y ). Then the detailed description of TREEGEN follows.
Graph G(I,A,M). Let I ∈ SMI(Iˆ ), A ⊆ S and M be a stable matching for I. (Recall
that S is the set of all men who write ties in the original SMTI instance Iˆ .) Then the
directed graph G(I,A,M) is deﬁned as follows: The set of vertices of G(I,A,M) is the
set of women in Iwho have a partner inM. There is a directed edge from vertexwi to vertex
wj (denoted by “wi → wj ”) if and only if the following conditions are met:
(i) M(wi) ∈ A,
(ii) [wi wj ] inM(wi)’s list of I, and
(iii) M(wi) 
 M(wj ) in wj ’s list of I.
The following illustration shows what preference lists satisfying (ii) and (iii) look like,
where mi = M(wi) and mj = M(wj ).
mi : · · · [ wi© wj ] · · · wi : · · · mi©·· · · · · · · ·
mj : · · · wj©·· · · · · wj : · · · mi · · · mj©·· ·
One can see that if wi → wj , then ﬂipping wi and wj in mi’s list creates a blocking
pair (mi, wj ) for M. Also observe that the outdegree of each vertex is at most one but the
indegree may be more than one. For a vertex w of G(I,A,M), let P(w) denote the set
{w′|w′ → w}. Suppose that P(w) = {wi1 , wi2 , . . . , wik } and M(wi1) 
 M(wi2) 
 · · · 

M(wik ) in w ’s list of I. Then we write wij = Pj (w) (1jk). The following lemma
represents a key property of the graph G(I,A,M).
Lemma 4.3. Consider a graph G(I,A,M) and its vertex wi . Suppose that [wi wj ] in
M(wi)’s list of I, wj is matched in M, and M(wi) ∈ A. If either wi or wj is isolated in
G(I,A,M) (both indegree and outdegree zero), then M is stable in fp(I,M(wi)).
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Proof. If M(wi) 
 M(wj ) in wj ’s list, then wi → wj by deﬁnition, contradicting the
assumption. Hence, M(wj ) 
 M(wi) in wj ’s list. If a blocking pair for M is created by
ﬂipping wi and wj in the list ofM(wi), the blocking pair must be (M(wi), wj ). But this is
impossible sinceM(wj ) 
 M(wi) in wj ’s list as shown above. 
Invariant (I, A,M, Y ). UsingG(I,A,M), we deﬁne an invariant (I, A,M, Y ) consist-
ing of three statements (1) through (3):
(1) Any woman in Y is matched in M.
(2) For any woman w in Y, w is an isolated vertex of G(I,A,M).
(3) For any woman w ∈ Y , if [wi wj ] in M(w)’s list of I and if M(w) ∈ A, then
w = wi or wj is matched in M. (The following preference lists show
condition (3) for w ∈ Y .)
m: · · · [ wi wj ] · · · w : · · · m©·· ·
The following lemma illustrates the advantage of (I, A,M, Y ).
Lemma 4.4. Let v be a vertex of Topt , and suppose that L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ), |M(Y) ∩
A|1 and (I, A,M, Y ) holds. Then selecting any man m fromM(Y)∩A makes the same
M stable in fp(I,m).
Proof. Since m ∈ M(Y) ∩ A, m is matched in M, say, with w, where w ∈ Y . Suppose
that [wi wj ] in m’s list of I. Since (I, A,M, Y ) holds, w = wi or wj is matched in M. If
w = wi ,M is stable in fp(I,m) by Lemma 3.10(ii). Otherwise, suppose that w = wi and
wj is matched inM. Observe that w is isolated in G(I,A,M) since w ∈ Y by assumption
(see (2) above). Hence, we can apply Lemma 4.3 to show that M is stable in fp(I,m).

Algorithm SELECT. Now we are ready to give algorithm SELECT which determines a man
to be ﬂipped when expanding a vertex of TREEGEN. Before giving details, we will show a
useful lemma which is referred to several times when explaining the behavior of SELECT.
The lemma is a sophisticated version of Lemma 3.1.
Lemma 4.5. Let I1 and I2 be in SMI(Iˆ ) andm∗ be a man in Iˆ such that I2 = fp(I1,m∗).
LetM1 andM2 be stable matchings for I1 and I2, respectively. Then following (i)–(v) hold.
(i) m∗ is matched inM1 if and only if m∗ is matched inM2.
(ii) |M2| − |M1| = 1 or 0 or −1.
(iii) If |M2|−|M1| = 1, then there exists a unique woman that is matched inM2 but single
inM1, that is, all women matched inM1 are matched inM2.
(iv) If |M2| = |M1|, then either (a) the set of women matched inM2 andM1 are the same
or (b) there is a unique woman that is matched in M1 but single in M2 and another
unique woman that is matched inM2 but single inM1.
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(v) If |M2| − |M1| = −1, then there is a unique woman that is matched inM1 but single
inM2.
Proof. (i) follows from the fact that m∗ cannot be an endpoint of a path in GM1,M2 (see
the proof of Lemma 3.7). (ii)–(v) are immediate from the fact thatGM1,M2 contains at most
one path (Lemma 3.7). 
Now we are ready to explain algorithm SELECT. There are several cases and each case
consists of a condition part denoted byCond, an operation partOp, and aCommentpart. If the
condition given in theCond part ismet, thenTREEGEN executes the operation given in theOp
part. Otherwise, TREEGEN goes to the next case, where we can assume that all the previous
conditions are unsatisﬁed. Initially, we give the root v0 the label L(v0) = (Iopt , S,Mopt ,∅)
(recall that Iopt is an SMI instance in SMI(Iˆ ) whose stable matching is of the same size
to the size of a largest stable matching for Iˆ , and Mopt is an arbitrary stable matching for
Iopt ). Now, suppose that we are expanding a vertex v with L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ).
Case 1: Cond: There is a man m ∈ A such that M is stable in fp(I,m). Op: Select this
man m and let L(l(v)) = (I, A− {m},M, Y ) and L(r(v)) = (fp(I,m),A− {m},M, Y ).
Comment: If M(Y) ∩ A is not empty, then any m in M(Y) ∩ A satisﬁes Cond. Even if
M(Y) ∩ A = ∅, there might be an m which satisﬁes the Cond.
Case 2: Cond: The graph G(I,A,M) contains a directed cycle, say, w0, w1, w2,
. . . , wk−1, w0. Op: Construct a matching M ′ from M as follows: Since vertices of
G(I,A,M) is women who are matched in M, M has matched pairs (m0, w0), (m1, w1),
(m2, w2), . . . , and (mk−1, wk−1). Remove these pairs and addnewpairs (m0, w1), (m1, w2),
(m2, w3), . . . , (mk−1, w0). Select an arbitrary p (0pk − 1), and let L(l(v)) = (I, A−
{mp},M, Y ) andL(r(v)) = (fp(I,mp),A−{mp},M ′, Y ).Comment:The abovematching
M ′ is stable in fp(I,mp) as will be proved in Lemma 4.6.
Case 3: Cond: There is a man m ∈ A such that P(M(m)) = ∅ and |M ′| = |M| where
M ′ is a stable matching for fp(I,m). Op: In this case,M ′ = M because otherwise Case 1
can be applied. We are in the situation of Lemma 4.5(iv). (a) If sets of matched women in
M andM ′ are the same, we let Yr = Y . (b) Otherwise, there is a womanwi who is matched
in M but single in M ′. (b-1) If wi ∈ Y , then we let Yr = Y . (b-2) If wi ∈ Y , then we let
Yr = Y − {wi}. Set L(l(v)) = (I, A − {m},M, Y ∪ {M(m)}) and L(r(v)) = (fp(I,m),
A− {m},M ′, Yr).
Case 4: Cond: There is a man m ∈ A satisfying |M ′| − |M| = 1, where M ′ is a stable
matching for fp(I,m) (i.e., we gain one). Op: Let L(l(v)) = (I, A − {m},M, Y ) and
L(r(v)) = (fp(I,m),A− {m},M ′, Y ).
Case 5: This case is a bit complicated. One can see that, for any man m ∈ A such that
P(M(m)) = ∅, |M ′| − |M| = −1, where M ′ is a stable matching for fp(I,m). Also
G(I,A,M) has no directed cycle because otherwise we can apply Case 2. We can assume
that G(I,A,M) has at least one edge, as otherwise we can select any man in A and apply
Case 1.
So we can select a woman (vertex) w whose outdegree is zero and indegree is non-zero.
We apply P1 repeatedly to this w , i.e., traverse to P1(w), then to P1(P1(w)), and so on.
Finally, we get towa such that P(wa) = ∅ (recall thatG(I,A,M) does not include cycles).
Let k be the length of the path from wa to w and select w such that this value becomes
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Fig. 4. Conditions for Case 5.
maximum (if there are more than one such w, take one arbitrarily), and let ma = M(wa).
Nowwe consider two cases according to the value kwhere the second case has three subcases
(see Fig. 4).
Case 5-1: Cond: k2. Op: Let wb and wc be women such that wa → wb and wb →
wc (note that wc = w if k = 2). Let M ′ be a stable matching for fp(I,ma). Note that
P(wa) = ∅ and hence that |M ′| = |M| − 1; otherwise, we can apply one of
Cases 1–4 to v. Let wi be the unique woman who is matched in M but single in M ′ (see
Lemma 4.5(v)).
(a) If wi ∈ Y then let Yr = Y ∪ {wb,wc}. (b) Otherwise, i.e., if wi ∈ Y , let Yr =
Y ∪ {wa,wb,wc} − {wi}. We set L(l(v)) = (I, A − {ma},M, Y ∪ {wa}) and L(r(v)) =
(fp(I,ma), A− {ma},M ′, Yr).
Case 5-2: Cond: k = 1. Comment: Again, let wa → wb. This time, wb = w. Note that
|P(wb)|1 sincewa ∈ P(wb).Also, if |P(wb)|2, there existsP2(wb).We have following
three subcases (see Fig. 4):
Case 5-2-(i): Cond: |P(wb)|2 and P(P2(wb)) = ∅. Op: Let M ′ be a stable matching
for fp(I,ma). Letwi be the woman who is matched inM but single inM ′ (Lemma 4.5(v)).
(a) If wi ∈ Y , let Yr = Y ∪ {wb}. (b) If wi ∈ Y , then let Yr = Y ∪ {wa,wb} − {wi}.
We set L(l(v)) = (I, A − {ma},M, Y ∪ {wa}) and L(r(v)) = (fp(I,ma), A − {ma},
M ′, Yr). (We can show that in this case, Case 5-1 can be applied to this new child l(v)
when determining labels of l(l(v)) and r(l(v)). This is important for Lemma 4.14 to hold.
We prove this property in the proof of Lemma 4.14.)
Case 5-2-(ii): Cond: |P(wb)|2 and P(P2(wb)) = ∅.Op: In this case, we determine not
only L(l(v)) and L(r(v)), but also L(l(l(v))), L(r(l(v))), L(l(r(v))) and L(r(r(v))). Let
wb′ = P2(wb) and mb′ = M(wb′).
First, set L(l(v)) = (I, A − {ma},M, Y ) and L(l(l(v))) = (I, A − {ma,mb′ },M, Y ∪
{wa,wb′ }). To determine L(r(l(v))), let I1 = fp(I,mb′), andM1 be a stable matching for
I1. Then |M1| = |M| − 1 (this holds by the condition for Case 5 to be applied) and by
Lemma 4.5(v), there is one woman wi1 who is matched in M but single inM1. If wi1 ∈ Y ,
let Y ′ = Y ∪ {wa,wb}. Otherwise, let Y ′ = Y ∪ {wa,wb,wb′ } − {wi1}. Set L(r(l(v))) =
(I1, A− {ma,mb′ },M1, Y ′).
Finally, we determine L(r(v)), L(l(r(v))) and L(r(r(v))). Let I2 = fp(I,ma) and
I3 = fp(I2,mb′). LetM2 be a stable matching for I2. Similarly as above, by Lemma 4.5(v),
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|M2| = |M| − 1 and there is one woman wi2 who is matched in M but single in M2. If
wi2 ∈ Y then let Y ′ = Y ∪ {wb,wb′ }. Otherwise, let Y ′ = Y ∪ {wa,wb,wb′ } − {wi2}.
Set L(r(v)) = (I2, A − {ma},M2, Y ′), L(l(r(v))) = (I2, A − {ma,mb′ },M2, Y ′) and
L(r(r(v))) = (I3, A − {ma,mb′ },M2, Y ′). Comment: The stability of M2 in I3 will be
proved in Lemma 4.7 in the next section.
Case 5-2-(iii): Cond: |P(wb)| = 1. Op: LetM ′ be a stable matching for fp(I,ma). Let
wi be the unique woman who is matched in M but single in M ′. (a) If wi ∈ Y , then let
Yr = Y ∪ {wb}. (b) If wi ∈ Y , then let Yr = Y ∪ {wa,wb} − {wi}.
Set L(l(v)) = (I, A − {ma},M, Y ∪ {wa,wb}) and L(r(v)) = (fp(I,ma), A − {ma},
M ′, Yr).
4.3. Validity of Labeling
In this section,we prove that the labeling scheme of algorithmSELECT is valid, namely, for
each vertex v such thatL(v) = (I, A,M, Y ),M is stable in I and the invariant (I, A,M, Y )
holds.
4.3.1. Matching stability
Note that nontrivial cases are r(v) of Case 2 and r(r(v)) of Case 5-2-(ii).
Lemma 4.6. The matchingM ′ constructed in Case 2 is stable in fp(I,M(wp)).
Proof. First, we show that M ′ is stable in I. By the deﬁnition of G(I,A,M), [wi wi+1]
in mi’s list of I, and mi 
 mi+1 in wi+1’s list, for 0ik − 1. (mk and wk represent m0
and w0, respectively.) SinceM is stable in I, if there were a blocking pair forM ′, it must be
(mi, wi) for some i. But this is impossible because wi prefers the partner in M ′ (= mi−1)
to the partner in M (= mi) as shown above. Hence M ′ is stable in I. (The stability of M ′
can be seen from the fact thatM ′ is the result of eliminating a rotation fromM. See [3] for
example.)
Notice that [wp wp+1] in mp’s list of I, and M ′(mp) = wp+1, namely, M ′(mp) = wp.
Hence by Lemma 3.10(ii),M ′ is also stable in fp(I,mp). 
Lemma 4.7. The matchingM2 constructed in Case 5-2-(ii) is stable in I3.
Proof. Note that wa → wb and wb′ → wb in G(I,A,M), which means that [wa wb]
inma’s list and [wb′ wb] inmb′ ’s list of I. Recall that I2 is the result of ﬂipping the list ofma
in I. Hence, [wb wa] inma’s list of I2. Since |M2| = |M|−1 by assumption,M2(wb) = ma
by Lemma 3.9.
Now, I3 is obtained by ﬂipping the tie of mb′ of I2, from [wb′ wb] to [wb wb′ ]. If M2,
which is stable in I2, were not stable in I3, the blocking pair must be (mb′ , wb).
Recall that P1(wb) = wa and P2(wb) = wb′ , which means that ma 
 mb′ in wb’s list.
Then, it is impossible for (mb′ , wb) to be a blocking pair for M2 since M2(wb) = ma as
shown above. 
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4.3.2. Invariant (I, A,M, Y )
Here, we show that invariant  is maintained for all vertices in Topt . This can be done by
investigating each case of algorithm SELECT. As one can see later, the hardest part of the
proof is to show that (2) and (3) hold. Before proving the main part, we give some useful
lemmas that help to simplify the proof.
For the following lemmas (Lemma 4.8–Lemma 4.11) we assume the following:
(A) v and v′ are vertices in Topt such that v′ is a child of v.
(B) L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ), L(v′) = (I ′, A′,M ′, Y ′) and (I, A,M, Y ) holds.
(C) L(v′) is determined by applying one of Cases 2–5 in Section 4.2 to v.
Notice that we cannot apply Case 1 to v because of (C) above. This fact is often used in
the proof of Lemmas 4.8–4.12 hence should be kept in mind.
Lemma 4.8. For any man m and woman w, if the following (a) or (b) is true, then (c) or
(d) is true.
(a) m is single in M.
(b) M(m) → w (which means that there is no edge fromM(m) to w) in G(I,A,M).
(c) m is single inM ′.
(d) M ′(m) → w in G(I ′, A′,M ′).
Proof. First, consider the case thatm ∈ A′. In this case, we can conclude (c) or (d) directly
(without assuming (a) or (b)) as follows: If m is single inM ′, then (c) follows. So suppose
that m is matched in M ′. Since we assume that m ∈ A′, there is no edge from M ′(m) in
G(I ′, A′,M ′), and (d) follows. (Recall the deﬁnition of graph G(I ′, A′,M ′). If there is an
edge from a woman w′, then her partnerM ′(w′) must be in A′.)
Next, suppose that m ∈ A′. Then m ∈ A since A′ ⊂ A. First, assume that condition
(a) is true. Then, by Lemma 3.10(i),M is stable in fp(I,m), contradicting the assumption
that Case 1 cannot be applied to v. Next, assume condition (b), namely M(m) → w in
G(I,A,M). Suppose that [w+ w−] in m’s list of I. Then, by the deﬁnition of the graph G,
at least one of the following four conditions are true: (b1) m ∈ A, (b2)M(m) = w+, (b3)
w = w−, (b4)M(w) 
 m inw ’s list. Case (b1) is impossible sinceA′ ⊂ A and because we
assume thatm ∈ A′. If (b2) holds, we have the same contradiction as for the case assuming
condition (a). Now suppose that (b3) holds. Since m ∈ A′, m is not selected as a ﬂipped
man, that is, m’s list is same in I and I ′. Hence it is not the case that [w∗ w] in m’s list of
I ′, where w∗ is any woman. If m is single inM ′, then (c) holds. Otherwise, if m is matched
inM ′, there is no edge fromM ′(m) to w in G(I ′, A′,M ′) and (d) holds. (Note that, for an
edge M ′(m) → w to exist, there must be [w∗ w] in m’s list of I ′ for some woman w∗, by
deﬁnition.) Finally, suppose that (b2) and (b3) do not hold but (b4) holds. Then, againM is
stable in fp(I,m), a contradiction. 
Lemma 4.9. Suppose that a woman w has different partners in M and M ′, i.e., M(w) =
M ′(w). Then, at v′, (3) holds for w. Namely, assuming that [wi wj ] inM ′(w)’s list of I ′,
ifM ′(w) ∈ A′ then w = wi or wj is matched inM ′.
Proof. SupposeM ′(w) ∈ A′. Since Case 1 cannot be applied to v by assumption, it results
from Lemma 3.10 that M(M ′(w)) = wi . Since M(w) = M ′(w) by assumption, we have
that w = wi and hence the lemma follows. 
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Lemma 4.10. If w ∈ Y and w ∈ Y ′, then following (i) and (ii) hold.
(i) At v′, (2) holds for w. Namely, w is isolated in G(I ′, A′,M ′).
(ii) At v′, (3) holds forw. Namely, assuming that [wi wj ] inM ′(w)’s list of I ′, ifM ′(w) ∈
A′ then w = wi or wj is matched inM ′.
Proof. (i) Suppose that w has an edge in G(I ′, A′,M ′), then there is a man m ∈ A′
such that his list is [w+ w−] in I ′, where w+ = w or w− = w. In the following,
we show that w+ ∈ Y and w− ∈ Y , which is a contradiction since we assume that
w ∈ Y .
First, suppose that w+ ∈ Y . As Case 1 cannot be applied to v, M(m) = w+ by
Lemma 3.10. Also, since A′ ⊂ A, m ∈ A. Then, it results that m ∈ A ∩ M(Y). We
can see that M is stable in fp(I,m) by Lemma 4.4, a contradiction. Hence w+ ∈ Y .
Next, assume that w− ∈ Y . Then, w− has a partner in M. Since (I, A,M, Y ) holds,
w− is isolated in G(I,A,M). Also m ∈ A. Then, we can apply Lemma 4.3 and show
that M is stable in fp(I,m), leading to the same contradiction as above. Consequently,
w− ∈ Y .
(ii) Since w ∈ Y and Case 1 cannot be applied to v, M(w) ∈ A by Lemma 4.4. So, if
M ′(w) = M(w), then M ′(w) ∈ A′ because A′ ⊂ A, and hence we are done. If M ′(w) =
M(w), we are done by Lemma 4.9. 
Lemma 4.11. Suppose that w → w′ inG(I,A,M), and w′ is matched inM ′. Then, at v′,
(3) holds for w. Namely, assuming that [wi wj ] inM ′(w)’s list of I ′, ifM ′(w) ∈ A′ then
w = wi or wj is matched inM ′.
Proof. If M ′(w) = M(w), then we are done by Lemma 4.9. So suppose that M ′(w) =
M(w). Since w → w′ in G(I,A,M), it must be [w w′] in M(w)’s list of I. Suppose
M ′(w) ∈ A′. Then, we have [w w′] inM ′(w)’s list of I ′ becauseM ′(w)’s list is same in I
and I ′, namely, wj = w′. Since we assume that w′(= wj) is matched inM ′, (3) holds.

The following lemma assumes same conditions (A) and (B) as the four preceding lem-
mas, but for condition (C), “applying one of Cases 2–5” should be replaced by “applying
Case 5.”
Lemma 4.12. Let v and v′ be vertices in Topt such that v′ is the right child of v. Let
L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ) and L(v′) = (I ′, A′,M ′, Y ′). Suppose that (I, A,M, Y ) holds and
thatL(v′) is determined by applyingCase 5 in Section 4.2 to v (Hence I ′ = fp(I,M(wa))).
Then following (i) and (ii) hold.
(i) Suppose that there is a woman wb in G(I,A,M) such that wa = P1(wb). Then wb is
isolated in G(I ′, A′,M ′) andM(wb) = M ′(wb).
(ii) Furthermore, if there is a woman wc in G(I,A,M) such that wb = P1(wc), namely,
in Case 5-1, then wc is isolated in G(I ′, A′,M ′) andM(wc) = M ′(wc).
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Proof. Let ma = M(wa), mb = M(wb) and mc = M(wc). Since wa → wb → wc in
G(I,A,M), these six persons’ preference lists in I look as follows:
ma : · · · [ wa wb ] · · · wa : · · · ma · · · · · · · · ·
mb: · · · [ wb wc ] · · · wb: · · · ma · · · mb · · ·
mc: · · · · · · wc · · · · · · wc: · · · mb · · · mc · · ·
(i) Since |M ′| = |M| − 1, ma = M ′(wb) by Lemma 3.9. Because mb = ma ,M(wb) =
M ′(wb). Next, we will prove thatwb is isolated inG(I ′, A′,M ′). Sincema ∈ A−A′,ma ∈
A′. Noting thatM ′(wb) = ma , we see that there is no edge inG(I ′, A′,M ′) going fromwb.
To show that there is no edge enteringwb, we consider three types of men, and show that, for
each type, their partners inM ′ have no edge to wb inG(I ′, A′,M ′). The ﬁrst type is a man
who is single inM, and the second type is a man m such thatM(m) → wb in G(I,A,M).
For such m, we can apply Lemma 4.8 to show thatM ′(m) → wb in G(I ′, A′,M ′). (More
precisely, either M ′(m) does not exist or M ′(m) → wb.) Next, we consider m such that
M(m)→ wb inG(I,A,M). If m = ma , we have shown thatM ′(ma) = wb, and hence, it
is clear thatM ′(m) → wb inG(I ′, A′,M ′). Ifm = ma ,m = M(Pk(wb)) for k2. Let this
man be mk for simplicity. Note that wb is matched with ma in M ′. Hence, for M ′(mk) to
have an edge towb inG(I ′, A′,M ′),mk must precedema inwb’s list. But this is impossible
because ma = P1(wb) in G(I,A,M), which means that ma 
 mk in wb’s list.
(ii) We consider two cases:M ′(mb) = wc andM ′(mb) = wc.
First suppose thatM ′(mb) = wc. Then clearlyM ′(wc) = M(wc) becauseM(wc) = mc
and mb = mc. Next we show that wc is isolated in G(I ′, A′,M ′). First, let us see that
there is no edge from wc. Since wb → wc in G(I,A,M), [wb wc] in mb’s list of I. Also,
since mb ∈ A− A′, mb’s list is same in I and I ′. Furthermore, our assumption here is that
mb = M ′(wc). Hence [wb wc] in M ′(wc)’s list of I ′. Notice that for wc to have an edge
from it inG(I ′, A′,M ′), it must be the case that [wc w∗] for some woman w∗ inM ′(wc)’s
list of I ′. Hence we can see that there is no edge from wc. The fact that there is no edge
entering wc can be proved similarly as in (i), replacing wa and wb above with wb and wc.
Next, suppose thatM ′(mb) = wc.We ﬁrst prove thatM(wc) = M ′(wc). SinceM(wc) =
mc, it sufﬁces to show thatM ′(wc) = mc. Because wb → wc in G(I,A,M), mb 
 mc in
wc’s list. Now, consider the graph GM,M ′ whose deﬁnition is given in Section 3.1.1. Since
|M ′| = |M| − 1, the connected component of GM,M ′ that contains ma is a path. Then by
Lemma 3.8, mb prefers M(mb) to M ′(mb), namely, wb 
 M ′(mb) in mb’s list (both in
I and I ′). Then, ifM ′(wc) = mc, (mb,wc) blocksM ′, a contradiction.
Then, we show that wc is isolated in G(I ′, A′,M ′). First we show that there is no edge
from wc. Suppose that [w+ w−] inM ′(wc)’s list of I ′. If there were an edge from wc, then
wc is w+. We show that this is not the case. We can see that, by Lemma 3.10, w+ =
M(M ′(wc)). But we have already proven above that M(wc) = M ′(wc), namely, wc =
M(M ′(wc)). Hence w+ = wc.
Next, we show that there is no edge entering wc in G(I ′, A′,M ′). As before, we ﬁrst
consider a man m such that m is single in M orM(m) → wc in G(I,A,M). For this man
m, we can apply Lemma 4.8 to show thatM ′(m) → wc inG(I ′, A′,M ′). Next we consider
m such that M(m) → wc in G(I,A,M). Suppose that m = mb, namely, M(m) = wb.
Since wb → wc in G(I,A,M), [wb wc] in mb’s list of I. Since mb ∈ A− A′, mb’s list is
same in I and I ′, namely, [wb wc] also in I ′. Now if there were an edgeM ′(mb) → wc in
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G(I ′, A′,M ′), M ′(mb) must be wb. But this is impossible because M ′(wb) = ma as we
have shown in (i).
Finally suppose that m = mb. Since wb = P1(wc), mb 
 m in wc’s list. Again, by
considering GM,M ′ and Lemma 3.8, we can show that M ′(wc) 
 mb in wc’s list. Thus
M ′(wc) 
 m in wc’s list. Now, by deﬁnition, there is no edge from M ′(m) to wc in
G(I ′, A′,M ′). 
Now we are ready to give the main lemma of this section.
Lemma 4.13. Suppose that Topt is constructed by TREEGEN using algorithm
SELECT described in Section 4.2. Then, for any vertex v of Topt with L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ),
(I, A,M, Y ) holds. Namely (1) Any woman in Y is matched in M. (2) For any
woman w in Y, w is an isolated vertex of G(I,A,M). (3) For any woman w ∈ Y ,
let [wi wj ] inM(w)’s list of I. IfM(w) ∈ A then w = wi or wj is matched in M.
Proof. It is not hard to verify that (1) holds for every vertex. Hence we prove that (2)
and (3) hold.
First of all, we show that the invariant holds for the root vertex v0. This is obvious because
L(v0) = (Iopt , S,Mopt ,∅), i.e., the fourth argument is ∅.
Let L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ), L(l(v)) = (Il, Al,Ml, Yl) and L(r(v)) = (Ir , Ar,Mr, Yr).
Suppose that (I, A,M, Y ) holds. We show that statements (2) and (3) also holds for
l(v) and r(v). (In Case 5-2-(ii), we will give proofs for the four grandchildren of v.)
Case 1: Suppose that L(l(v)) and L(r(v)) are determined using Case 1 of Section 4.2
(we sometimes say that “Case 1 is applied to v ” for this meaning). Then Ml = Mr = M
and Yl = Yr = Y .
We ﬁrst show that (2) holds for l(v). First of all, notice that the set of vertices is same
in G(I,A,M) and G(Il, Al,Ml) because Ml = M . Since Yl = Y , all we need to show is
that if a vertex is isolated in G(I,A,M), it is also isolated in G(Il, Al,Ml). So, we show
that if there is an edge from wi to wj inG(Il, Al,Ml), then there is an edge from wi to wj
inG(I,A,M). Suppose thatwi → wj inG(Il, Al,Ml). Then, by deﬁnition forwi → wj ,
we have that (a)Ml(wi) ∈ Al , (b) [wi wj ] inMl(wi)’s list of Il and (c)Ml(wi) 
 Ml(wj )
in wj ’s list of Il . By combining the above (a) with the facts that Ml = M and Al ⊂ A,
we have (a’) M(wi) ∈ A. Because Il = I , (b’) [wi wj ] in M(wi)’s list of I, and (c’)
M(wi) 
 M(wj ) in wj ’s list of I. A combination of conditions (a’)–(c’) is exactly the
deﬁnition for wi → wj in G(I,A,M). Hence (2) holds. (We can do the same argument
for r(v).)
Next, we show that (3) holds for l(v). Let w ∈ Yl such thatMl(w) ∈ Al . Since Y = Yl ,
w ∈ Y . Because (I, A,M, Y ) holds, ifM(w) ∈ A, then w = wi or wj is matched in M,
where [wi wj ] inM(w)’s list of I. SinceMl = M andMl(w) ∈ Al , it must be the case that
[wi wj ] in Ml(w)’s list of Il . Ml(w) ∈ Al means that M(w) ∈ A, and hence w = wi or
wj is matched inM. Noting thatMl = M and Yl = Y , we can conclude that w = wi or wj
is matched inMl , and hence (3) follows. (Again, we can do the same argument for r(v).)
From now on, we prove for Cases 2–5. Recall that these cases are applied when Case 1
cannot be applied to v. Suppose that we want to prove that (2) and (3) hold for Yl .
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Then we have to prove that some properties are satisﬁed for all women in Yl . However, by
Lemma 4.10, we know that if w ∈ Yl is also in Y, then those properties are satisﬁed for w.
Hence what we need to do is to verify properties for women in the difference Yl − Y . This
argument also holds for Yr .
Cases 2 and 4: Note that, in these cases, Yl = Yr = Y . Hence the differences are empty
and we are done by Lemma 4.10.
Case 3: We ﬁrst give a proof for l(v). Since Yl − Y = {M(m)}, where m ∈ A− Al , we
will check properties for this woman. First of all, note that Ml = M and hence Ml(m) =
M(m). By condition for Case 3, P(M(m)) = ∅ in G(I,A,M). Hence P(Ml(m)) = ∅ in
G(Il, Al,Ml) by Lemma 4.8, namely, there is no edge enteringMl(m).Also, sincem ∈ Al ,
there is no edge going from Ml(m) in G(Il, Al,Ml). Consequently, Ml(m) is isolated in
G(Il, Al,Ml). Hence (2) holds forMl(m). Since m ∈ Al , (3) clearly holds forMl(m).
For r(v), note that Yr ⊆ Y , namely, Yr − Y = ∅. As mentioned before, we are done
(by Lemma 4.10).
Case 5-1: For l(v), we can prove in exactly the same way as in Case 3 above, by replacing
m,M(m) andMl(m) byM(wa), wa and wa , respectively.
Next, we consider r(v).We considerwomen inYr−Y . In Case 5-1(a),Yr−Y = {wb,wc}.
Since Ir = fp(I,ma), wb and wc are isolated in G(Ir , Ar,Mr) by Lemma 4.12. Thus
(2) holds for wb and wc. Also, we have that M(wb) = Mr(wb), M(wc) = Mr(wc) by
Lemma 4.12. Hence we can apply Lemma 4.9 to wb and wc to show that (3) holds for wb
and wc.
Then, consider Case 5-1(b). In this case, Yr − Y = {wa,wb,wc}. For wb and wc, we
can do the same argument as above. Hence we consider only wa . Since P(wa) = ∅ in
G(I,A,M), we have that P(wa) = ∅ inG(Ir , Ar,Mr) by Lemma 4.8. Furthermore, since
M(wa) ∈ Ar , wa’s outdegree is 0 in G(Ir , Ar,Mr). Hence wa is isolated, and (2) holds.
Since wa → wb and wb ∈ Yr (namely wb is matched in Mr ), we can use Lemma 4.11 to
show that (3) holds for wa .
Case 5-2-(i): For l(v), the proof is almost the same as in Case 5-1. For r(v), Yr − Y =
{wb} in Case (a) and Yr − Y = {wa,wb} in Case (b). One can prove in the similar way as
Case 5-1.
Case 5-2-(ii): Let Yll , Yrl , Ylr and Yrr be the fourth arguments of L(l(l(v))), L(r(l(v))),
L(l(r(v))) and L(r(r(v))), respectively.
Note that Yl = Y , Yll −Yl = {wa,wb′ }, Yrl −Yl = {wa,wb} or {wa,wb,wb′ }, Yr −Y =
{wa,wb′ } or {wa,wb,wb′ }, Yrl = Yrr = Yr . By considering Lemma 4.10, all we have to
show is that (2) and (3) hold forwa ,wb andwb′ at corresponding vertices. This might be
a long proof but the method is exactly same as we have done until now. Hence it is omitted.
Case 5-2-(iii): This can be done in exactly the same way as in Case 5-2-(i). 
4.4. Performance analysis
Consider any vertex v ofTopt with the labelL(v) = (I, A,M, Y ), and recall the deﬁnition
of size(v) and ave(v) (which is given in Section 3): For any vertex v , size(v) = |M|. If
v is a leaf of Topt , then ave(v) = size(v), and if v is a non-leaf vertex, then ave(v) =
1
2 (ave(l(v))+ ave(r(v))).
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Table 1
Values of ml , yl , mr , yr and s in each case
ml yl mr yr s
Case 1 0 0 0 0 0
Case 2 0 0 0 0 0
Case 3(a), (b-1) 0 1 0 0 3
Case 3(b-2) 0 1 0 −1 0
Case 4 0 0 1 0 7
Case 5-1 0 1 −1 2 2
Case 5-2-(iii) 0 2 −1 1 2
For non-negative integers m and y, deﬁne
g(m, y) = 7
10
m+ 3
10
y.
In the following, we show that ave(v)g(|M|, |Y |). Then, Lemma 4.1 is immediate since
ave(v)g(|M|, |Y |) 710 (|M|) = 710 size(v).
Lemma 4.14. For any vertex v such that L(v) = (I, A,M, Y ), ave(v)g(|M|, |Y |).
Proof. We will prove the lemma by induction. First, suppose that v is a leaf of Topt . Then
ave(v) = |M| 710 |M| + 310 |Y | = g(|M|, |Y |). (Note that by condition (1), any woman
Y is matched in M. Therefore, |M||Y |.)
Next, consider a non-leaf vertex v and assume that the claim is true for all descendants
of v. We will show that the claim is true for v. Let the labels of v, l(v) and r(v) be L(v) =
(I, A,M, Y ), L(l(v)) = (Il, Al,Ml, Yl) and L(r(v)) = (Ir , Ar,Mr, Yr), respectively.
Deﬁne integers ml , yl , mr and yr as follows:
ml = |Ml | − |M|, yl = |Yl | − |Y |, mr = |Mr | − |M| and yr = |Yr | − |Y |.
Also, deﬁne an integer s,
s = 7(ml +mr)+ 3(yl + yr).
Then,
ave(v) = 1
2
ave(l(v))+ 1
2
ave(r(v))
 1
2
g(|Ml |, |Yl |)+ 12 g(|Mr |, |Yr |)
= 1
2
g(|M| +ml, |Y | + yl)+ 12 g(|M| +mr, |Y | + yr)
= g(|M|, |Y |)+ s
20
.
So, it sufﬁces to show that s0 for each case of SELECT. Suppose that labels of l(v) and
r(v) are determined using Case 1. Since |Ml | = |Mr | = |M| and |Yl | = |Yr | = |Y |, clearly
s = 0. By the same method, we can calculate the value of s in each case (see Table 1).
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For cases 5-2-(i) and 5-2-(ii), we need some special consideration:
Case 5-2-(i): First of all, we show that in this case Case 5-1 is always applied to l(v). To
this end, we show that Cond of Cases 1–4 do not hold for l(v) but Cond of Case 5-1 holds.
Recall that Il = I , Ml = M and Al ⊂ A, which means that associated instances are
the same in v and l(v), and the possibility of selecting a ﬂipping man strictly decreases. If
Cases 1, 3 or 4 were able to be applied to l(v) by selecting a man, say m, we could have
applied to the same operation to v by selecting the same man m, a contradiction. Also, one
can see that the only difference of associated graphs, G andGl , is thatwa disappears inGl .
So, if G does not contain cycles, then neither does Gl , namely, we cannot apply Case 2 to
l(v). In Gl , wa disappears, which means that P1(wb) = wb′ in Gl and hence P1(P1(wb))
exists. This is Cond of Case 5-1.
Now,
ave(v) = 1
4
ave(l(l(v)))+ 1
4
ave(r(l(v)))+ 1
2
ave(r(v))
 1
4
g(|M|, |Y | + 2)+ 1
4
g(|M| − 1, |Y | + 3)+ 1
2
g(|M| − 1, |Y | + 1)
= g(|M|, |Y |).
Case 5-2-(ii): In this case, we determine all four grandchildren.
ave(v) = 1
4
ave(l(l(v)))+ 1
4
ave(r(l(v)))+ 1
4
ave(l(r(v)))+ 1
4
ave(r(r(v)))
 1
4
g(|M|, |Y | + 2)+ 1
4
g(|M| − 1, |Y | + 2)+ 1
4
g(|M| − 1, |Y | + 2)
+ 1
4
g(|M| − 1, |Y | + 2)
= g(|M|, |Y |)+ 3
40
. 
5. More general instances
Recall that we imposed the following restrictions to SMTI instances: (R1) Ties appear
only in men’s lists, (R2) each man’s list includes at most one tie and (R3) the length of
ties is two. In this section, we analyze the performance of RANDBRK when some of these
restrictions are removed.
5.1. Ties in both sides
If ties appear in both men and women’s lists, the approximation factor of RANDBRK
becomes worse. However, if the number of people who write a tie is limited, then it is still
better than two. In this section, we consider the case that the number of such people is at
most the size of a largest stable matching. Given an SMTI instance Iˆ , let Sm and Sw be
the set of men and women, respectively, who write a tie in Iˆ . We modify the analysis in
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Section 3. Construct a tree Topt by TREEGEN(Iopt , Sm ∪ Sw), where Iopt is the same as
before, i.e., an SMI instance corresponding to a largest stable matching for Iˆ . We can prove
the following lemma which is similar to Lemma 3.3.
Lemma 5.1. Let v = (I, A) be an arbitrary vertex in Topt such that height(v) > 23 size(v).
Suppose that for any person p ∈ A, ﬂipping p’s list implies that size(r(v)) = size(v)− 1.
Then there exists a pair of persons p and p in A such that size(l(v)) = size(v),
size(r(v)) = size(v)− 1, and size(l(r(v))) = size(r(r(v))) = size(v)− 1, by choosing
ﬂip(v) = p and ﬂip(r(v)) = p.
Proof. Since we assume that ﬂipping p’s list implies that size(r(v)) = size(v) − 1,
people in A are all matched (see Lemma 3.10). Partition A into Am and Aw, the sets of
men and women in A, respectively. Without loss of generality, assume that |Am||Aw|.
Let W be the multiset of women who appear in Aw or in the ties of men in Am. Then
|W | = 2|Am| + |Aw| 32height(v) > size(v). As we have discussed in the claims (1)
and (2) in Section 3.1, all these women are matched. Hence at least one woman, say w,
appears at least twice inW. If w appears in two men’s ties, we can do the same argument in
Cases (1) and (2) of Section 3.1. So, assume that w appears in some man m(∈ Am)’s
tie and in Aw.
If [w w′] for some w′ in m’s list of I, then it must be the case that [m m′] for some m′ in
w’s list of I, and that m and w are matched in a stable matching for I (Lemma 3.9). Then,
choosem andw as p and p, respectively. Let Ir and Irr be SMI instances associated with
r(v) and r(r(v)), and Mr and Mrr be stable matchings for these instances, respectively.
Since [w′ w] in m’s list of Ir , m is matched with w′ inMr by Lemma 3.9, namely, w is not
matched with m. Hence, by Lemma 3.10(ii), |Mrr | = |Mr |.
For the other case, namely the case that [w′ w] in m’s list of I, we can do a similar
argument by selecting m and w as p and p. 
We can obtain a 74 upper bound by modifying g(s, h) in Section 3.2 as follows:
g(s, h) =
{
s − h2 for 0h 23 s,
6
7 s − 27 h for 23 s < hs.
5.2. Multiple ties for each man
The upper bound does not change for this generalization. In the previous analysis, each
vertex in Topt is labeled with (I, A,M, Y ), where A is the set of men whose preference list
has not been touched yet. Here we generalize A to be the set of ties which have not been
touched yet. Topt is constructed by TREEGEN(Iopt , S,Mopt ,∅), where S is the set of all ties
in Iˆ . Then, at some vertex v in Topt , if a man m includes two or more untouched ties, then
we can apply Case 1 by selecting his tie which does not includeM(m) (see Lemma 3.10).
Hence we can apply Case 1 as long as there are two or more ties belonging to the same
man. So, it is not hard to see that the same upper bound holds for this case.
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5.3. Longer ties
In this section, we show that the performance of RANDBRK becomes poor if we allow
arbitrary length of ties. More precisely, we show that there exists an SMTI instance which
contains ties of length *, for which the approximation ratio of RANDBRK is at least 2 −
O(log */*). Here is the instance:
m1: (w1 w′1 · · · w′*−1) w1: m1
...
...
...
...
m*−1: (w*−1 w′1 · · · w′*−1) w*−1:m*−1
m′1: w′1 w′1: m1 · · · m*−1 m′1
...
...
...
...
m′*−1:w′*−1 w′*−1:m1 · · · m*−1 m′*−1
First of all, one can see that there is a stable matching of size 2* − 2 for this example
where mi is matched with wi and m′i is matched with w′i , for 1i*− 1. We then analyze
the expected size of a stable matching obtained by RANDBRK. Suppose that ties of menm1
through m*−1 are randomly broken in Step 1 of RANDBRK. To obtain a stable matching
for this SMI instance, we apply the following algorithm: First, ﬁx the order of men to be
processed as m1,m2, . . . , m*−1,m′1,m′2, . . . , m′*−1. Then, for each man m who has not
been processed yet, matchmwith the woman at the highest position inm’s list among those
who are currently single. If there is no such woman,m remains single. It is not hard to prove
that the stable matching obtained by this algorithm is exactly the same as the one obtained
by the Gale–Shapley algorithm (the intuitive reason is that every woman’s preference list
is consistent with the order of the men as deﬁned above).
Now let us evaluate the expected number of women wi (1i* − 1) matched in the
resulting matching. Note that mi is the only man that writes wi in the list. Consider man
m1. With probability 1* , w1 is at the top of m1’s list. Hence m1 is matched with w1 with
probability 1
*
, and m1 is matched with one of w′1, . . . , w′*−1 with probability 1− 1* . Next,
observe thatm2 will be matched with w2 if and only if, (i) w2 lies at the top of m2’s list, or
(ii) for somew′t ,w′t is at the top ofm2’s list,w′t is matched withm1, andw2 is at the second
position of m2’s list. Hence the probability that m2 is matched with w2 is at most 1/*− 1.
Similarly, the probability that mk is matched with wk is at most 1/*− k + 1. Hence, after
m*−1 is processed, the expected number of women wi (1i* − 1) currently matched is
at most
*−1∑
k=1
1
*− k + 1
∫ *
1
1
x
dx = ln *.
In the rest of the execution of the algorithm,wi will never be matched since nom′j writes
her. Hence the expected size of matching is at most ln * + (* − 1). Since the maximum
stable matching is of size 2*− 2, the approximation ratio of RANDBRK is at least
2*− 2
*+ ln * = 2− O
(
log *
*
)
.
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